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inspection with the same level of accuracy as we have now for CMM machines. The main reason why a scan inspection can be difficult is that 
the CAD source model can be slightly different from the inspected part. Not all details are always included, and small chamfers and blends 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Inspection of large surfaces on a large component based on 3d
scanning has been the focus of extensive research over recent
years. Cuypers [1] highlights that 3D scanners have a wider
inspection area range than conventional CMM machines and,
therefore, they are the only desired method for that kind of in-
spection. It is crucial for big components, machines, and assem-
bled groups of mechanical parts, especially when inspected in
working conditions.

The situation is different if the inspected component can be
inspected with both methods and assurance that the results are
identical is desired. CMM is a method that has standardized
ISO requirements [2] and practices for every kind of inspection,
and whose results are fully reliable and repeatable under the
same measuring conditions.

3D scanning inspection is not a new field, but this method is
still not standardized enough to provide reliable results. Many
deviations may occur during scan capture, like unregistered or
partially registered surfaces, blurs, holes, or additional back-
ground noise [3].

The case study presented in this article describes an inspec-
tion performed on a turbine guide vane component, which was
pre-machined to identify datum planes for further operations.
Such a manufacturing situation is crucial to prevent huge devia-
tions. Proper inspection is of fundamental importance not only
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for part acceptance but also for the qualification of the over-
all manufacturing process. Turbine guide vanes play an impor-
tant role in turbine engines. Their overall shape comprises a lot
of complicated and relatively small surfaces or areas with re-
strictive aerodynamic requirements. Therefore, inaccuracies or
misses in inspection can significantly affect the overall engine
efficiency and even lead to failure.

Dedicated software like GOM Inspect [4] or Geomagic Con-
trol X [5] can handle a lot of issues related to 3D scanning
imperfections, but there are still some areas for improvement.
Based on scan and CMM comparisons, this study has identified
the main issues related to the 3D scanning process, especially
for relatively small surfaces of the measured part.

2. CASE STUDY – SURFACE FLATNESS INSPECTION
In this research, a single airfoil vane with a machined surface
located on the front of the inner band was used (Fig. 1). This
component is less than 200 mm of the overall width. The area
of interest can be described as a rectangle with ∼ 5 mm width
and ∼ 80 mm height. The goal is to inspect the flatness of the
surface [6, 7] as a reference datum for further operations. This
surface needs to be precisely machined with the overall flatness
of 0.1 mm tolerance zone (Fig. 2).

Inspection on CMM is relatively easy as only a simple path
for scanning with a CMM probe needs to be defined. In this
case, two bridged scanning lines with 205 measuring points to
take measurements at were defined (Fig. 3). All those points are
used to define two parallel datums with the smallest distance
which can be used to include all points within them. The results
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Fig. 1. Small turbine guide vane example – overall part shape exam-
ple/scan example

Fig. 2. Specification requirement, the flatness of the small surface.
Point of interest for this research

Fig. 3. Flatness measurement plan for CMM – 2 scanning lines, 205
points

of the measurements performed are presented in Fig. 4. The in-
spection was performed with additional filtering of the points,
called “unusual filtering”, which entails removing all points that
are located too far from other points in the group (Fig. 5). This
is a typical solution for small surfaces used to eliminate errors
(vibrations, local blurs, or micro-holes). There are many meth-
ods to choose how many of these points need to be removed.
The most popular are Gauss filters and 1/2/3 sigma criterium
(68.3%/95.5%/99.7%). These parameters should be clearly de-

Fig. 4. CMM points for flatness calculations

Fig. 5. CMM unusual filter for measured points

fined by an experienced operator with the correlation of pro-
duction method stability.

Results for 15 components were collected, and it was no-
ticed that all the measured deviations of flatness were within an
acceptable divergence, and only three exceeded that deviation.
All the results are presented in Table 2 at the end of this arti-
cle. CMM used Zeiss Accura II with Vast XT and Vast XXT
probe heads, Calypso 2020 software with curve and freeform
modules.

It is desired to achieve the same accuracy and match with 3D
scans to allow this kind of inspection to be equivalent to and
interchangeable with CMM. The future of 3D scan verification
lies with its repeatability and automation. A massive collection
of scans can be inspected, and automated scripts used to com-
pare them all are based on the same assumptions. Although the
scanning process itself may be time-consuming, the inspection
can be done physically once only and then repeated automati-
cally by well-written scripts or macros.

A 3D scan inspection was performed for the same 15 vanes
set using GOM ATOS Core 3D Blue Light with an accuracy
of 0.019 mm. The results were not reliable at the beginning,
as all measured values were up to twice as high as CMM
measurements. That was a starting point for this article study –
how to solve this issue and assure the reliability of an automatic
inspection.

2.1. Contour as a culprit of measuring error
To identify the problem, a comparison of the positioned point
cloud related to the original CAD model was used. It was no-
ticed that the CAD model had no blend present in the area of
interest (Fig. 6.), whilst the real parts captured by a scan had
this feature. It is not obvious to any automatic tool whether the
points on the blend should be filtered (and where to start to
identify this feature) or if it is still part of the area of the flat
surface, but with too high deviation. In this case, the Geomagic
Control X tool used some points from the blend area (Fig. 7)
to calculate the overall flatness of this surface. This was the
reason for the increased deviation. From the perspective of as-
sessing one component, such deviations can be easily noticed
and eliminated. But if ∼ 100 similar surface requirements exist
on the part undergoing inspection, then repeating it on a full set
which can include ∼ 100 parts in total can be a serious issue. It
is advisable to prepare a repair plan for this measurement and
use AI to prepare a report for all parts automatically. A natural
need arises to improve it without a manual scan by scan opti-
mization, and without the need to investigate the occurrence of
the issue, no matter how intelligent the scripts put inside the
software and measurement plan are.
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Fig. 6. Point Cloud vs CAD surfaces comparison: a region of curva-
ture exists only on the scan

Fig. 7. Automatically selected points for flatness measurements in Ge-
omagic Control X

2.2. 3D Scan and CMM comparison – what can be learned
from touch technology?

A correctly performed CMM inspection was done on the prede-
fined safety regions on part features. This means that the whole
surface is not measured, but a boundary area is defined to pre-
vent all worst-case scenarios of possible part deviations and to
avoid the areas containing blends or chamfers which may or
may not exist on a part. A decreased surface area is measured
within the defined boundary (Fig. 8) to prevent the occurrence

Fig. 8. The boundary of the CMM scanning area

of the mentioned unpredictable phenomena. This research aims
to introduce a similar method for a 3D scan, in which a scan
would be de-featured before inspection (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Red colour – filtered triangles for contour detections based on
the 3D mesh. All other colours represent different surfaces and have

no additional meaning

3. 3D SCAN DATA PROCESSING
3.1. Handling point cloud data
There are many algorithms and approaches available and uti-
lized by researchers. Fan [8] documented an approach for ex-
tracting curve profiles from 3D scan point clouds. Lingxiao [9]
developed a method for fitting primitives (plane, cylinder, cir-
cle, etc.) on a noisy point cloud. Liu [10] studied grouping
regions of points to identify the same kinds of surfaces, even
more sophisticated than simple primitives. Yang [11] developed
an improved algorithm for feature extraction on a large vol-
ume scan, which was also previously studied by Zhong [12]
or Pauly [13]. Complicated object detection can also be used
to segment features from photos, a method which was studied
by Fehr [14]. Hackel [15] took a very noisy and complicated
mesh of a building complex to deconstruct its overall contours.
The result is extraordinary, showing how powerful modern al-
gorithms can be. Artificial Intelligence can easily learn even
complex object shapes from the point cloud to enable finding
them on the next data set [16].

Similar solutions are available in Geomagic Design X [17]
or Geomagic Wrap [18], commercial reverse engineering soft-
ware. It is advisable to use only one type of software, as such
an approach is cheaper, faster, and easier to automate. This re-
search was done with the use of Geomagic Control X – software
dedicated only for inspection (GOM Inspect as an alternative).

For this study, it was not necessary to follow such compli-
cated algorithms as used by the authors above. The aim was to
adhere to simple trigonometric relationships, as a scan is a big
set of triangles which are easy to compare using well-known
math equations.

3.2. Computing mesh data
A 3D scan point cloud is usually triangulated into a mesh struc-
ture, which can be utilized in the segmentation of the mesh
data [19]. Lavoue [20] presented an original method to decom-
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pose 3D mesh with contour recognition. Centin [21] added a so-
lution to filter spikes, reversed/crossing triangles (duplicated),
and non-manifolds (triangles connected to a mesh with only
one point or edge). It is impossible to draw straight border lines
on a scan the way it can be done on regular CAD models, so
segmentation should be performed near the theoretical changes
of curvature. This would be the starting point.

4. CASE STUDY – SURFACE FLATNESS INSPECTION
4.1. Manual correction
Modification necessary to overlay a scan over a CAD model
can be done manually:
• Mesh manual update – the mesh can be cleaned manually

to remove contours; this is very time-consuming, imprecise,
and needs to be performed one by one on all the scans.

• Best fit to the measured surface –this can work for flatness,
but it is a solution only for a specific face. For the whole part
(∼ 100 surfaces to inspect), it will not be an efficient process
for iteration with every surface. The real-world requirements
for a profile of a surface in relation to a specific datum sys-
tem do not allow the implementation of this solution.

Based on the above, it is justified to implement an automated
solution for a mass inspection set.

4.2. Contours defeaturing
In contrast to the researchers quoted in this chapter [22–26], this
study has developed a simple algorithm with very basic math
calculations. The main reason is very simple – practical use on
a big batch of 3D scans with a very quick response. The tool
developed here can calculate a real 3D scan for the described
turbine guide vane in about 2 minutes [27]. This is the time
needed to go through 2 million points in a typical top-quality
3D scan. For a full set of scans (around 50), it takes less than 2
hours to complete.

The only disadvantage of this approach is that the theoreti-
cal radial value (1 mm – specified by a casting process to avoid
sharp edges) is not exact, and it is impacted by small errors de-
pendent on the scan quality and point density. Yet, in the ap-
proach presented herein, this has a marginal impact and the
average value (calculated based on all triangles from the cho-
sen edge) is almost equal to the theoretical one (1 mm), and
the sample standard deviation is 0.6 (Table 1). If radial values
smaller than 2 mm were removed, it would be possible to filter
off all the deviations (triangles outside the flat surface).

A course of action prescribed by Di Angelo [22,23] was used
for finding fillets and chamfers on scanned surfaces. Li [24]

Table 1
Calculated radius values for deleted triangles

R
(theoretical

exact)
[mm]

R
(average
for all
pairs)
[mm]

Median
Sample

Standard
Deviation

Number
of

triangle
pairs

1.0 0.971836 0.822039 0.607124 4771

introduced and improved Harris’ algorithm for feature extrac-
tion. Based on those three works, a C# script was used to filter
points which are located on a contour curvature shape. In con-
trast to the authors mentioned above, the goal was not to find so
many examples of curvature and highlight them in a report, but
merely to filter points not lying on a local planar surface, or a
high intended component specification curvature.

The first step is to group all triangles with common points
(Fig. 10). Applying this criterion only, triangles will be repeated
in many groups if they are distributed around a unique point.
The final script can be slower if all the criteria are kept, but
it will be much easier to code. Modern computers are very
fast, and this approach will not impact their performance too
much [27]. There are many AI scripts available, like a k-nearest
neighbour or homogenous neighbour [24] to create and sort
those groups, but in this study very simple and fast algorithms
like C#: list.Sort() will be used.

Fig. 10. A group of triangles with a common point

An example of groups of flat and curved geometries is pre-
sented in Fig. 11. This approach can be extended to cover
a chord height (for the circle described on the triangle) of over-
all groups, a scenario included in the work of Tao [25]. Very
sophisticated examples are also included in the work of Palma
[26]. A simpler solution is used by Jagannathan [28] to define
a curvedness index. In the approach adopted in this study, it will
also be much simpler.

Fig. 11. Region of triangles on a 3D scan
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Fig. 12. Region of triangles on a 3D scan. “F” reaches a theoretical
maximum if triangles lie on the same plane. The sum of α +β defines

a θ total angle. Points 0 and 1 are common for both triangles

A decision to define a variable – “F” – flatness indicator for
all triangle pairs in a group was made (Fig. 12). To calculate
a 2D “F” value, a formula can be used for calculating an angle
between two vectors and then a cosine rule:

θ = α +β = arccos
(

�u∗�v
‖�u‖‖�v‖

)
+ arccos

(
�v∗�z

‖�v‖‖�z‖

)
, (1)

F =
√

a2 +b2 −2ab∗ cosθ . (2)

If “rF” (real F value – measured between points 2 and 3 in
3D) and “F” are equal, it means that the pair of triangles lie on
a perfectly flat part of the surface. If “rF” is smaller than “F”,
it means that the triangles lie in a region of curvature – a 3D
relation will always be smaller (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Flatness checking for a pair of triangles. “rF” length varies
with curvature change, “rF” in 3D is always smaller than “F”. A vi-
sualization on two planes – ZY (above) and XY (below). “rF” is pre-

sented as a dashed line

If a criterion that “rF” varies between 0F-1F is introduced,
a universal criterion for flatness can be created (Fig. 14). A per-
fect flatness would have rF/F = 1. The smaller the value cal-
culated, the more noise in the point cloud. A new constant “cF”
just needs to be defined here (curvature flatness check as a con-
stant ratio for every pair of triangles). A cF value used in this
research was set at 0.998. This value was set based on scan

Fig. 14. Defining a “cF” constant value within an “F” variable.
x = cF/F where 1 is the maximum value possible. The exact value
for noise/curvature/flatness border is not constant, so it needs to be

determined based on a particular scenario and/or a component

quality and overall batch sample and may vary for a different
part. It is rather a cosmetic filter, not a permanent value.

cF = rF/F, (3)

cF ∈ 〈0;1〉 ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ cF ≤ 1. (4)

4.3. Defining a local radius
When all triangle pairs are grouped, it is necessary to introduce
an additional filter to verify the radius value. As it is advisable
to keep all the intended curvatures, only elimination of small
features is required. To calculate a radius, a universal formula
for a circle circumscribed about a triangle can be used (Fig. 15):

R =
f1 ∗ f2 ∗ rF

4P
. (5)

Fig. 15. Calculating the “R” value based on some universal math for-
mulas. The picture at the top – a 2D projection, the picture at the bot-
tom – a 3D isometric view. The lines in red define the calculated 3D

triangle. rF = f1+ f2
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If “rF” (real F value – measured between points 2 and 3 in
3D) and “F” are equal, it means that the pair of triangles lie on
a perfectly flat part of the surface. If “rF” is smaller than “F”,
it means that the triangles lie in a region of curvature – a 3D
relation will always be smaller (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Flatness checking for a pair of triangles. “rF” length varies
with curvature change, “rF” in 3D is always smaller than “F”. A vi-
sualization on two planes – ZY (above) and XY (below). “rF” is pre-

sented as a dashed line

If a criterion that “rF” varies between 0F-1F is introduced,
a universal criterion for flatness can be created (Fig. 14). A per-
fect flatness would have rF/F = 1. The smaller the value cal-
culated, the more noise in the point cloud. A new constant “cF”
just needs to be defined here (curvature flatness check as a con-
stant ratio for every pair of triangles). A cF value used in this
research was set at 0.998. This value was set based on scan

Fig. 14. Defining a “cF” constant value within an “F” variable.
x = cF/F where 1 is the maximum value possible. The exact value
for noise/curvature/flatness border is not constant, so it needs to be

determined based on a particular scenario and/or a component

quality and overall batch sample and may vary for a different
part. It is rather a cosmetic filter, not a permanent value.

cF = rF/F, (3)

cF ∈ 〈0;1〉 ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ cF ≤ 1. (4)

4.3. Defining a local radius
When all triangle pairs are grouped, it is necessary to introduce
an additional filter to verify the radius value. As it is advisable
to keep all the intended curvatures, only elimination of small
features is required. To calculate a radius, a universal formula
for a circle circumscribed about a triangle can be used (Fig. 15):

R =
f1 ∗ f2 ∗ rF

4P
. (5)

Fig. 15. Calculating the “R” value based on some universal math for-
mulas. The picture at the top – a 2D projection, the picture at the bot-
tom – a 3D isometric view. The lines in red define the calculated 3D
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To calculate P – triangle total area, Heron’s formula can be im-
plemented:

P =

√
( f1+ f2+rF)∗( f1+ f2−rF)∗( f1− f2+rF)∗(− f1+ f2+rF)

16
.

(6)
And finally, for f 1 (trigonometric functions – sine rule) and f 2
(rF = f 1+ f 2):

f1 =
a∗ sinδ

sinα
, (7)

f2 = rF − f1 . (8)

Based on these, it is possible to calculate the “R” radiuses de-
fined by all triangle pairs given. Unfortunately, it is still not
enough to check the real values on 3D point clouds; it is neces-
sary to add one last aspect to this approach to do so.

4.4. Scan resolution and ellipse adjustment
The radius calculated for a 2D ideal scenario (perpendicular to
the blend surface) will not be the same as that represented in-
side a real 3D space. Triangles are randomly spread on the blend
surface and the calculated radius needs to include ellipse trans-
formation (Fig. 16). To adjust for this phenomenon, the scan
resolution and real manufacturing experience could be included
to achieve the desired blend size. If the smallest intended radius
is equal to 5 mm and it is known that manufactured blends can
achieve a maximum of 1 mm, an additional factor can be added
here, such as the fact that the enlarged radius of an ellipse can
be twice as big. In this approach a factor of EE (ellipse enlarge-
ment) = 1.6 will be used. To filter all radii from the 3D scan,
all the calculated triangle pairs with radii smaller than 1.6 mm
will be removed. For a good quality scan, there will be more
triangles on a curved surface, which should not affect this in-
crease too much. In other words, a typical increment should
vary by around 0.4∼1.6 (based on a 0.6 sample standard devi-
ation – Table 1). The more triangles inside a closed surface, the
less noise there is and the more the shape of the ellipse approx-
imates a real circle. Commercial software uses a big amount

Fig. 16. The calculated radius on the real scan triangles is circum-
scribed about an ellipse. An additional factor must be used to take
this phenomenon into account. A solid line – ellipse – a cross-section
through the real surface; dashed line – circle, slightly deviated from

a real surface

of data to calculate the exact radius value, and this is usually
an average value calculated for thousands of points, which is
similar to the results obtained in this study. This adjustment for
an ellipse error provides sufficient justification for filtering the
data on a micro-level.

4.5. Final script
The coded script inspects all triangles by groups spread around
the same point. Every group contains n pairs of triangles which
can be checked separately. 3 variables are used: the flatness con-
dition, the radius of curvature, and an enlargement factor for
a 3D ellipse. To pass the test all the pairs need to be within the
accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
group from the file. In the end, the script saves a simplified file,
and a new measurement can be performed on the test compo-
nents. The full algorithm is presented in Fig. 17.

Add all triangles to 3d Array:
1d – triangle number

2d – triangle point (1,2,3)
3d - point coordinates (x,y,z)

string[,,] vertex = new string[1d, 2d, 3d];

Read *.STL File

Create 1d List for X coordinate for each triangle
list1d.Add(vertex[1d, 2d, 0]  + "+" + 1d.ToString());

Sort 1d List (X coordinates)
list1d.Sort();

Group triangles with same X coordinates
GroupTriangles(list1d);

Calculate all parameters for all triangle pairs for each groups 
(F, rF, cF, R) and mark groups with small features iden�fied

FeaturesCalcula�on();
TriangleMarking();

START

STOP

Write all remain triangles to a new 
*.STL File

*_defeatured.STL

Fig. 17. Schema of our algorithm for scan data filtering

The main potential deviation scenarios are presented in
Fig. 18. Chamfer features can be identified with this script as
a regular blend in the area of angle change. A simplified de-
featured file created by this algorithm is presented in Fig. 19.
An additional benefit of this script is that there is also a picture
of additional surface issues like blurs or local waviness, which
is also removed from the final inspection file.
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of data to calculate the exact radius value, and this is usually
an average value calculated for thousands of points, which is
similar to the results obtained in this study. This adjustment for
an ellipse error provides sufficient justification for filtering the
data on a micro-level.

4.5. Final script
The coded script inspects all triangles by groups spread around
the same point. Every group contains n pairs of triangles which
can be checked separately. 3 variables are used: the flatness con-
dition, the radius of curvature, and an enlargement factor for
a 3D ellipse. To pass the test all the pairs need to be within the
accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
group from the file. In the end, the script saves a simplified file,
and a new measurement can be performed on the test compo-
nents. The full algorithm is presented in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Schema of our algorithm for scan data filtering

The main potential deviation scenarios are presented in
Fig. 18. Chamfer features can be identified with this script as
a regular blend in the area of angle change. A simplified de-
featured file created by this algorithm is presented in Fig. 19.
An additional benefit of this script is that there is also a picture
of additional surface issues like blurs or local waviness, which
is also removed from the final inspection file.
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of data to calculate the exact radius value, and this is usually
an average value calculated for thousands of points, which is
similar to the results obtained in this study. This adjustment for
an ellipse error provides sufficient justification for filtering the
data on a micro-level.

4.5. Final script
The coded script inspects all triangles by groups spread around
the same point. Every group contains n pairs of triangles which
can be checked separately. 3 variables are used: the flatness con-
dition, the radius of curvature, and an enlargement factor for
a 3D ellipse. To pass the test all the pairs need to be within the
accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
group from the file. In the end, the script saves a simplified file,
and a new measurement can be performed on the test compo-
nents. The full algorithm is presented in Fig. 17.
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The main potential deviation scenarios are presented in
Fig. 18. Chamfer features can be identified with this script as
a regular blend in the area of angle change. A simplified de-
featured file created by this algorithm is presented in Fig. 19.
An additional benefit of this script is that there is also a picture
of additional surface issues like blurs or local waviness, which
is also removed from the final inspection file.
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of data to calculate the exact radius value, and this is usually
an average value calculated for thousands of points, which is
similar to the results obtained in this study. This adjustment for
an ellipse error provides sufficient justification for filtering the
data on a micro-level.

4.5. Final script
The coded script inspects all triangles by groups spread around
the same point. Every group contains n pairs of triangles which
can be checked separately. 3 variables are used: the flatness con-
dition, the radius of curvature, and an enlargement factor for
a 3D ellipse. To pass the test all the pairs need to be within the
accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
group from the file. In the end, the script saves a simplified file,
and a new measurement can be performed on the test compo-
nents. The full algorithm is presented in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Schema of our algorithm for scan data filtering

The main potential deviation scenarios are presented in
Fig. 18. Chamfer features can be identified with this script as
a regular blend in the area of angle change. A simplified de-
featured file created by this algorithm is presented in Fig. 19.
An additional benefit of this script is that there is also a picture
of additional surface issues like blurs or local waviness, which
is also removed from the final inspection file.
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accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
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resolution and real manufacturing experience could be included
to achieve the desired blend size. If the smallest intended radius
is equal to 5 mm and it is known that manufactured blends can
achieve a maximum of 1 mm, an additional factor can be added
here, such as the fact that the enlarged radius of an ellipse can
be twice as big. In this approach a factor of EE (ellipse enlarge-
ment) = 1.6 will be used. To filter all radii from the 3D scan,
all the calculated triangle pairs with radii smaller than 1.6 mm
will be removed. For a good quality scan, there will be more
triangles on a curved surface, which should not affect this in-
crease too much. In other words, a typical increment should
vary by around 0.4∼1.6 (based on a 0.6 sample standard devi-
ation – Table 1). The more triangles inside a closed surface, the
less noise there is and the more the shape of the ellipse approx-
imates a real circle. Commercial software uses a big amount

Fig. 16. The calculated radius on the real scan triangles is circum-
scribed about an ellipse. An additional factor must be used to take
this phenomenon into account. A solid line – ellipse – a cross-section
through the real surface; dashed line – circle, slightly deviated from

a real surface

of data to calculate the exact radius value, and this is usually
an average value calculated for thousands of points, which is
similar to the results obtained in this study. This adjustment for
an ellipse error provides sufficient justification for filtering the
data on a micro-level.

4.5. Final script
The coded script inspects all triangles by groups spread around
the same point. Every group contains n pairs of triangles which
can be checked separately. 3 variables are used: the flatness con-
dition, the radius of curvature, and an enlargement factor for
a 3D ellipse. To pass the test all the pairs need to be within the
accepted range. Only one failure is enough to delete a particular
group from the file. In the end, the script saves a simplified file,
and a new measurement can be performed on the test compo-
nents. The full algorithm is presented in Fig. 17.

Add all triangles to 3d Array:
1d – triangle number

2d – triangle point (1,2,3)
3d - point coordinates (x,y,z)

string[,,] vertex = new string[1d, 2d, 3d];

Read *.STL File

Create 1d List for X coordinate for each triangle
list1d.Add(vertex[1d, 2d, 0]  + "+" + 1d.ToString());

Sort 1d List (X coordinates)
list1d.Sort();

Group triangles with same X coordinates
GroupTriangles(list1d);

Calculate all parameters for all triangle pairs for each groups 
(F, rF, cF, R) and mark groups with small features iden�fied

FeaturesCalcula�on();
TriangleMarking();

START

STOP

Write all remain triangles to a new 
*.STL File

*_defeatured.STL

Fig. 17. Schema of our algorithm for scan data filtering

The main potential deviation scenarios are presented in
Fig. 18. Chamfer features can be identified with this script as
a regular blend in the area of angle change. A simplified de-
featured file created by this algorithm is presented in Fig. 19.
An additional benefit of this script is that there is also a picture
of additional surface issues like blurs or local waviness, which
is also removed from the final inspection file.
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Type of features blend chamfer

To be deleted

R = 1 mm 1×1 mm

Type of features Intended design blend Airfoil curvature

To maintain

R > 15 mm R > 100 mm

Fig. 18. The basic design features to identify during de-featuring

Fig. 19. Example of de-featured surface (some surface defect
affected)

5. RESULTS AND VERIFICATIONS
As, for now, comparable measurements for CMM and origi-
nal 3D scans have been obtained, scan contour de-featuring and
new measurement inspection with automated scripts (Table 2)
can be performed. De-featured surfaces are easier to inspect,
and the results are satisfactory and comparable to a CMM in-
spection. All the new measurements have similar values when
compared to a CMM inspection, which justifies this approach.
The following interesting conclusions can be drawn:

A 3D scanning inspection of a raw scan can reveal unreliable
data and can cause more part rejection/repair demands than are
really needed. This study shows that CMM captured 3 parts
out of tolerance, de-featured scans captured 4 (one part is very
close to the tolerance limit value on both methods) parts out of
tolerance, while raw scans resulted in 9. It is 300% as high and
proves that 3D scanning inspections should include additional
requirements for quality and credibility.

Not every scan needs simplification, as some of them already
have missing faces, or the software inspection tools captured the
right range of points. As a potential check of legitimacy for de-
featuring can take the same amount of time, it is still justifiable
to run it on all files.

All de-featured scans have higher tolerance value ranges
– this is simple to explain as a scan inspection has ∼ 50
times more points (∼2500–5000) to calculate than a CMM set
(∼100–200). It can be underlined as a potential benefit of the
3D scanning method that the measurement plan has a higher

Table 2
Flatness Measurement result comparison for a set of vanes (CMM ac-

curacy: 0.0012 mm, 3D Scan accuracy: 0.019 mm)

Measured
Vane

CMM
Flatness

Flatness
measured

on raw
3D scan

Difference
[3d scan

vs CMM]

Flatness
measured
on a scan

with
removed
contours

Difference
[3D scan
vs CMM]

1 0.070 0.077 9.09% 0.076 7.89%

2 0.069 0.149 53.69% 0.074 6.76%

3 0.066 0.132 50.00% 0.069 4.35%

4 0.098 0.132 25.76% 0.108 9.26%

5 0.109 0.136 19.85% 0.132 17.42%

6 0.103 0.145 28.97% 0.111 7.21%

7 0.079 0.084 5.95% 0.082 3.66%

8 0.082 0.094 12.77% 0.083 1.20%

9 0.105 0.159 33.96% 0.113 7.08%

10 0.068 0.073 6.85% 0.069 1.45%

11 0.070 0.078 10.26% 0.071 1.41%

12 0.062 0.065 4.62% 0.065 4.62%

13 0.051 0.106 51.89% 0.055 7.27%

14 0.078 0.153 49.02% 0.079 1.27%

15 0.079 0.115 31.30% 0.083 4.82%

range for surfaces, especially small ones. Hardware accuracy
can be neglected, as it does not affect the values on an observ-
able level.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Precise measurement is very crucial for manufactured parts, and
3D scans still have a lot of potential critical issues to discover
and solve within new algorithms. This study shows great poten-
tial for these kinds of measuring strategies in the modern world,
highlighting major threats which need to be taken into consid-
eration. The approach to contour limitation taken here can be
used for all scans and with different filtering criteria. The au-
thors truly believe that in the future these kinds of functions
will be also available in commercial software.

The presented method is quite fast (less than five minutes for
0.5–2 million triangles) which is comparable to the other dif-
ferent functions available in commercial software for 3D scan
data management. The main advantage is the simplicity of the
algorithm (∼ 1000 code lines), which can be easily followed
and even simplified by other researchers. Precision is not high
for the small groups of triangles (standard deviation 0.6 mm for
a small 1 mm blend), but the average value calculated from the
entire blend surface is almost equal to the nominal (Table 1).
This cannot be treated as a disadvantage, as the commercial
software also needs a bigger set of data for a reliable result.
Our method is proving that the proper data filtering can give
comparable results with the traditional CMM method.
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CMM method is still more popular, as the simplified stable
production lot can be inspected one by one very fast. The main
benefit of the 3D scan is that we can see the overall part shape
and inspect as many features as we want, even in the future,
when the part is already in the engine. A much bigger set of
data (measured points) for the same surface is also an important
benefit for the 3D scan technique.

The subject of this article, a turbine guide vane, is relatively
small, but it must be taken into account that aircraft engines
have much smaller components than heavy-duty machines. It is
crucial to develop a proper inspection method for such parts if
the industrial demand is to supersede CMM machines or make
them exchangeable.
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